
Future Campaigns



 The Following presentation was given at the January 9th Smoky 
Ridge HOA meeting.

 The information was prepared and gathered by Kendall Barstad.

 The slide were written by Amelia Almazan.
 Any questions can be directed to Amelia Almazan at Nextdoor or the 

Smoky Ridge facebook page.

 The board still needs to consult with the legal council before we 
move forward with a campaign to fix some of the language in our 
documents as well as out budget shortfalls.



The raising of financial dues, the changing of 
the CPI and the removal of certified mailer 
language all have three different requirements 
as written in our Declaration.



Raising of 
Dues

 Declaration: Article IV Section 3 (b)

 Takeaway: 2/3rd vote needed in person or by proxy at a special 
meeting. 

 (2/3rds of what? See Artivle IV, Section 6.)



Raising of 
Dues

 Declaration: Article IV Section 6:

 Takeaway: The special meeting needs to hit quorum of 60% of the 
homeowners or subsequent meetings can shrink this requirement.



Raising of 
Dues

 In short:
 A special meeting must be called where a 60% of 

the membership (via physical presence or proxies) 
must be established to establish a quorum for the 
meeting to take any action.

 60% of the membership (516 homes) is 310

 If the 60% quorum can not be made in this special 
meeting then a second meeting can be called and 
the quorum necessary will be reduced by 1/2.

 30% of the membership (516 homes) is 155

 If further meetings are needed then subsequent 
special meetings will continue to be reduced by 
half

 15% of the membership (516 homes) is 78

 7.5% of the membership (516 homes) is 39



Raising of 
Dues

Once quorum is established in this special 
meeting, 2/3rds of the votes must be for the 
raise in rates.


First Meeting – 310 to make quorum, 207 votes to pass the 
increase


Second Meeting – 155 to make quorum, 104 votes to pass the 
increase


Third Meeting – 78 to make quorum, 52 votes to pass


Fourth Meeting – 39 to make quorum, 26 votes to pass



Raising of 
Dues

Hurdles:
 Price of mailers for how many notices

 Must do meetings subsequently within 60 days of 
each other or we would have to start over.

 Idea
 Start to collect proxies before the first meeting 

announced. As we get closer to the goal we can 
start the process of the shrinking meetings.

 Bylaws Section 5 says that all proxies are to last 11 
months.



Certified Mail 
Language

Article X, Section 7



Certified Mail 
Language

 Declaration Article X, Section 6.

 Takeaway: 51% Written Vote.  No special meeting.



Certified Mail 
Language

 Hurdles:
 Financially we need to decide how much money to put into 

the mailer.

 Ideas
 We start with a paper vote hand delivered and collect as 

many as possible for as cheep as possible. Any household that 
didn’t vote will then we send out via first class mail.  Every 
attempt that escalates in cost will have a smaller number of 
mailers needed because we will only send out to 
unresponsive households.

 When we have the 51% of households or 264 paper yes votes 
to remove this language then we can discuss sending a final 
mailer via certified mail to protect against future challenges.



Consumer 
Price Index 
tied to DC area 
not Denver

Like the Certified mailer issue, we need to 
amend the Declaration with a paper vote 
(Article X, Section 6).

However, Article VIII applies a higher 
standard.



Consumer 
Price Index 
tied to DC area 
not Denver



Consumer 
Price Index 
tied to DC area 
not Denver



Consumer 
Price Index 
tied to DC area 
not Denver

 Takeaway:  We need 2/3 written vote to change any language in 
the Declaration that pertains to “Assessments, assessment liens or 
subordination of such liens.” 

 344 homes need to vote yes to untie us from the District of Columbia 
Consumer Price Index and to affix us to something closer to the 
Denver Consumer Price Index.



Some 
Numbers

 110 households showed up to at least one of the 3 townhalls and signed in.

 Proxies Turned in
 Removing duplicates we collected in August 98 Proxy Votes from CPMG, Norm, 

Karie and Kendall.
 89 yes to remove mail, 3 were to keep certified mail language.
 86 yes to boost dues and change language, 6 no votes.
 3 blank votes and no designated proxies.  These 3 probably are given to the 

president to vote for them.
 3 name mismatches – Here the owner we have on file does not match the person 

that signed the proxy.  
 We would probably reach out so they can refile the vote appropriately.

 Proxies Not turned in:
 54 people were at the 3rd townhall and they didn’t turn in a proxy.  We can assume 

they were engaged in the process and can count on a vote from them.
 There were 13 more yes votes for mail and 1 no expressed on a social media that 

didn’t turn in a proxy or show up to the Monday meeting.
 There were 14 more yes votes in favor of the dues increase and 4 no votes 

expressed on social media that didn’t turn in a proxy.

 Overall from proxies, expression on social media or that physically were 
present at a town hall we possibly reached and engaged with 170 members or 
32% of the community.  Not enough to change language but it gives us 
promise to get a rate of increase by at least the second special meeting. 



Next Steps:

 Reevaluate the price needed in the increase.
 With the reserve study being confirmed tonight with a board vote, 

the community will be able to read the study and return to us for 
discussion at the February meeting.  The new reserve study can be a 
great starting point for the price point.

 Formulating strategy of when to run which campaign and when.
 This needs to be budget conscious as every mailer or flyer start to 

add up and until we have a budget increase, we can’t assume it will 
simply pay for itself eventually.

 The any changes we can achieve can only go into effect after we file 
the necessary paperwork with the county according to Declaration 
Article X, Section 6.


